
and nonetheless getting affected by all the stories about wome told by davide and

02167: "not so much dreaming in the mountains working too hard on my installation 

especially next to bars"

trash despite the good weather and some ramadan related fliers and many beer mats 

11217: "walking around both utrecht and amsterdam with livia and finding little 

parents city in vicenza and walking there finding only a bit of trash"

particularly in our usual walk across utrecht but also shortly  going alone to my 

11216:  "trash   picked  while  in   the   netherlands   mostly  talking  walks  with   livia 

money with no atms working after the government had policies on corruption"

exhibiting my work and showing me around town especially helping me to withdraw 

there  and  meeting  one  of  the  italian  teachers  and  all  the  students  and  staff 

10128: "people met in bengaluru now visiting the art academy who has hosted me 

walking in utrecht with her"

getting  ideas  back  in  the  netherlands  resuming  all  my  walking  with  livia  also 

14139: "getting few ideas in the mountains too much working physically but then 

while at the sea side with my mother"

down to italy resuming my work there in the mountains and getting some ideas also 

and livia in maastricht and later also getting ideas traveling by car with them 

brother house getting quite some ideas then and while walking around with myrthe 

her  and  also  biking  almost  all  the  way  to  maastricht  alone  reaching  myrthe's 

14138: "now back in culemborg with little livia getting ideas walking around with 

to livia and livia mumbling the songs we sing to her"

small trips with the family like to rotterdam and also listening to myrthe singing 

playlist  of  downloaded  music  to  listen  in  the  car  and  playing  it  while  talking 

03120:   "still   in   the   netherlands   singing   songs   to   livia   but   also   preparing 

thinner veins of different rocks below the colder colours"

the  previous  painting  now  with  very  little  yellow  and  green  shapes  squeezed  as 

walking around on my feet and looking at me painting and keeping it the line of 

having  only  little  time  in  the  evening  and  during  the  weekend  with  her  wtill 

07167: "making an effort to paint after long days spent taking care of livia and 

character"

regularly series in the evening and building on this and increasing tyranny of the 

08103: "fable of an albatross composed while in the netherlands watching myself 

paintings "

afternoon  nap  now  keeping  a  most  simple  shapes  most  in  line  with  the  previous 

during  the  day  having  to  take  care  of  livia  and  finishing  it  off  during  her 

07166:  "painting  executed  now  working  in  the  evening  with  almost  no  time  left 



enjoying the right breeze especially later going to a small village in sardinia"

warm  days  and  a  brigh  blue  sky  eventually  having  to  take  shelter  by  the  sea 

asiago  and  finally  hitting  south  through  tuscany  with  august  finding  extremely 

temperatures in the mountains also celebrating my fortieth birthday in my native 

before   going   to   italy   finding   generally   sunny   days   and   a   little   cooler 

summer days but also many days spent having to wear a jacket and some days of rain 

07136:  "wheather   first   experienced   in   the   netherlands   with   a   few   really   warm 

now attacks in africa"

regularly my phone and finding headlines of casualties after some search with many 

12169: "headlines read while traveling through italy mostly with august checking 

in utrecht"

quite the same places in culemborg but also spending a few days walking with her 

going for a day in den bosch and later alone with livia again around and around 

13183: "filming in the netherlands walking around with livia and also with myrthe 

care of my project and of my family"

mind  quite  fluently  having  again  no  future  expectations  but  the  present  taking 

thoughts  but  nonetheless  being  quite  prolific  with  much  reasoning  coming  to  my 

at times being distracted by her unable to fully think through or speak out my 

09101: "thoughts recorded while walking around mostly in culemborg with livia and 

to august"

the beach reading books and checking clouds and also checking clouds on commuting 

16101: "clouds recorded while staying in my swedish apartment spending time on 

tenants in venice and my aunt now being severe to them without regrets"

a lot also in her free time and also able now to manage some small crisis with my 

satisfied  with little livia and all my care to her despite myrthe having to work  

strength  concentrating  myself  on  the  digital  content  and  also  feeling  

work  anymore  on  my  installation  in  the  mountains  but  nonetheless  getting  some  

04122: "a month now spent in the netherlands getting a little weak not able to 

reading as well as the european elections watched on tv"

stories i read and also later in the netherlands about the world stories i started 

imprisonment  of  my  uncle  but  also  getting  quite  affected  by  the  grimm  brother 

then also getting quite affected by the fight with the hunters there and about the 


